N R= -2J Z (SpSg~p+y(SpSr+p+SpS;+re)) -gp Z H Sr have been studied by exact machine calculations for 31=2 to 11, y=0 to 1 and for ferro-and antiferromagnetic coupling. The results reveal the dependence on finite size and anisotropy of the spectrum and dispersion laws, of the energy, entropy, and specific heat, of the magnetization and susceptibilities, and of the pair correlations. The limiting A'~~b ehavior is accurately indicated, for all y, in the region h7'/~J ( & 0.5 which includes the maxima in the specific heat and susceptibility. The behavior of thermal and magnetic properties of infinite chains at lower temperatures is estimated by extrapolation. For infinite antiferromagnetic chains the ground-state degeneracy, the anisotropy gap, and the magnetization, perpendicular susceptibility, and pair correlations at T=0 are similarly studied. Estimates of the long-range order suggest that it vanishes only at the Heisenberg limit y = 1 and confirm the accuracy of Walker's perturbation series in y.
INTRODUCTIOÑ XPERJMENTAL and theoretical studies havẽ
shown that in many magnetic materials, the magnetic part of the Hamiltonian may be quite accurately represented as a set of localized spins S, with bilinear interactions. For certain highly anisotropic systems, ' the coupling energy can be approximated by the pure Ising form -2JS S,but for most systems the anisotropy, although important, is not very large and the pure Heisenberg coupling -2JS, ' S, is more realistic, Between these extremes is the anisotropic "intermediate" coupling -2JfyS,'S,+(1 -y)S;*5;*i which reduces to the Ising case when y = 0 and the Heisenberg case when y=1. 34, 1104 (1963) . 'C. Domb, Advan. Phys. 9, 149 (1960 "H. L. Davis, Phys. Rev. 120, 789 (1960) . These results are presented as a power series in p(=1 o in Davis-'s notation), but the higher coefBcients are inexact since the perturbation Hamiltonian is not just the transverse part of (1.1).
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Kenan, and J. Korringa, Physica 26, S204 (1960) . "D. Frank, Z. Physik 146, 615 (1956) ; I. Mannari, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 19, 201 (1958) . "T.W. Ruijgrok and S. Rodriguez, Phys. Rev. 119,596 (1960 T=O is known exactly, even a roughly estimated limiting curve would be accurate to &1/q. We return to this point shortly in considering the entropy. The entropy for the pure antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains is shown in Fig. 4 . The convergence appears By combining (3.1) and (3.3) we obtain and from the slope of the weighted entropy means at low temperatures. We thus obtain the approximate results 0. 8--0.5 360ur conclusions regarding the amplitude A agree closely with those of GrifBths. The spin-wave theory of the low-temperature behavior is given by R. Kubo It is interesting that the functional forms of (3.5) and (3.6) agree with the predictions of simple antiferromagnetic spin-wave theory but the corresponding amplitude" A, . "=~/6= 0.52 is too great by a factor of about three. A T' law for the energy is exact for the pure transverse Hamiltonian discussed by Katsura. At lower temperatures the convergence must be more complex since, for finite E, the speci6c heat always vanishes exponentially fast as T -+0, owing to the 6nite energy gap between the ground and first excited states. As N -+~, however, the states close up (as 1/N) and merge into a continuum, which runs from the ground state (see below). The probable limiting low-temperature behavior follows from (3.5) and (3.6), which yield C(T) =0.35Nk(kT/~J~) (&= 1), (3.9) and this has been used in deriving the estimated curve for the limit E=~shown by the dashed line in Fig. 6 .
The variation of the antiferromagnetic speci6c heat with anisotropy may be seen from Fig. 7 which shows the specific heats for rings of 1V=8 spins. The exact limiting curve for y=0 and the estimated limit for y=1 are plotted as dashed lines to indicate the degree to which the results for %=8 approach the limit. The effect of increasing y from the Ising value y=0 is to shift the specific heat maximum to higher temperatures, to reduce its height and to broaden the peak. At low temperatures (kT/~J~0.1) the curves for 6nite N (even) and 7 in the range 0.1 -0.6 display anomalous small peaks and points of inaction. These are "small number effects" due to the finite splitting of the degenerate Ising ground state by the transverse terms in the Hamiltonian. For 6xed y and increasing N, this splitting diminishes and eventually goes to zero as N -+~( see Sec. 5). Correspondingly, the anomalies move to lower temperatures and are reduced in rnagnitude, finally disappearing in the limit X=~. The curves for the entropy display a more complicated convergence, successive curves crossing at low temperatures. The ground state of the ferromagnet when y=1 has spin cVS= srlV, and hence degeneracy %+1. Consequently, the zero-point entropy is (k/N) In(1V+1), which approaches zero rather slowly. We may, nonetheless, attempt to estimate the low-temperature behavior of the energy and entropy by the power law analysis presented in Eq. (3.1) to (3.4). 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES Antiferromagnetic Coupling
In Fig. 14 In this case, as is well known, the limiting susceptibility, which is approached both for even X and odd E (T)0), goes to zero exponentially fast (see curve for y=O in Fig. 15 ). Now for p nonzero, but less than unity, the anisotropy gap between the ground state(s) and first excited states persists even in the limit X -+ eo (see next section). 
Z.O
implies that the limiting susceptibility for p=1 can approach a finite nomsero value go at X=0.
To illustrate the detailed mechanism by which this occurs, we have sketched in Fig. 16 In order to study the form of the magnetization curve near saturation, it is necessary to consider the width of the first magnetization step away from saturation (see S' = 0 excited states for finite rings (solid curves) and the geometric means (broken curves). The dotted curve represents the probable limit for E~~.
For the Ising limit we have the exact result" 4 gsp2Ar xi(T) = ftanhE+E sech'E] (y = 0), (4.9) where Z is defined in (4.4). From this we see that gati(0) for y= 0, is nonzero. In the limit AT-+~this will remain true for all y and in fact as' 1, y, (0,y)~xe.
For this reason the susceptibility in the isotropic case is perhaps best regarded as a perpendhcular susceptibility.
For finite E the situation is again more complicated.
The lowest set of solid curves in Fig. 20 At high temperatures trav(T) approaches unity as 1/T. As the temperature falls tv(T) rises monotonically (for J)0) and, for finite E, levels off at a value deter- The susceptibility for ferromagnetic chains is conveniently discussed in terms of the deviations from Fig. 21) . If the curves for larger X continued this trend it would imply a divergence of $(T) like 1/T4I' and of y(T) like 1/T'~s as T +0. I-t is quite possible, however, that the true asymptotic behavior sets in only below k T/ J = 0.2. Nevertheless, the qualitative behavior is clearly rather similar to that for 5=~.
The nature of the variation of the susceptibility with magnetic Geld can be seen in Fig. 22 which shows the ferromagnetic susceptibility of isotropic chains of /= 8 spins in various fields. The convergence with S is appreciably more rapid in a Geld than for H=0. In the following account we conGne our attention to a discussion of the spectrum of energy levels in the absence of an applied field, i.e. , the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (1.1) with II=0. Extrapolation of the appropriate energy differences versus 1/N for N up to 11 yields the amplitude~J~s to within 5 to 10%%u~, which confirms the validity of extrapolating the spectral properties.
Mattheiss" has given a plot of all the energy levels versus k for X=6 and 8. Fzo. 27. Variation of the pair correlations~ca~~with p for i=1 (exact) what we think is the best estimate so far for ce"(v).
This curve follows the series expansion up to y= 0.6, and thereafter has the same form as our extrapolation curve (a) in Fig. 30 , approaching the latter from above and in close agreement for y&0.8.
The excellent convergence of Walker's perturbation series in y suggests that this approach should be developed further for two-and three-dimensional lattices where convergence seems to be even better. We remark in passing that it is possible to calculate exactly the y' correction to the energy and specific heat for all temperatures in the case of two-dimensional lattices for which the Ising problem has been solved, by expressing the perturbation in terms of the multiple correlation functions for y=0. " i.e. , the long-range order is just equal to the square of the spontaneous magnetization.
For an antiferromagnetic one must introduce a 
